Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 2/26/20

- There was considerable discussion this week regarding the upcoming TSC F2F in Ireland and concerns about Corona virus impacts. Several organizations, to include Intel have new travel restrictions due to the health concerns. The LF has come out with policies to help mitigate health concerns for LF sponsored events – to include self-quarantining members that have visited places like China at least 14 days in advance of any meeting. Member companies are asked to consult their organizations to see if LF policies are enough to allow them to attend the F2F event. For now, the F2F meeting is going ahead as scheduled but a final decision will be made in a few weeks.

- We are in need of organizations willing to sponsor lunches, breakfast, outlining for the Limerick event. Contact Jim or Trevor.

- Trevor Conn is heading up meeting for goals of API V2 discussion; IOTech has volunteered to lead new design effort when goals outlined.

- A move to Go 1.13 for the project has been completed. All developers should now be using Go 1.1.3. Go 1.14 has just been released but will not be used for Geneva release.

- ADR on config self seed is open for comment.

- Work continues to add an endpoint for storing secret through app functions SDK to vault leveraging go-mod-secrets.

- Work on JSONLogic integration is open under PR#292

- Bi-weekly status meeting with EMQX Kuiper integration was completed Feb 20. The project is on track to complete integration for Geneva.

- Device service for REST v1.0 was released.

- Work is ongoing to correct endian-ness incompatibility in the Go and C Device Service SDKs

- Issue edgex-go#2399 is blocking all blackbox testing

- Swagger and TAF work continue.

- Pipelines clean up and minor work ongoing; edgex-go pipeline conversion complete.

- Advanced Synk reporting now available.

- CLI improvements have been requested and work continues.

- ADR on EdgeX metrics collection available for review (target Hanoi or later release)

- Open Horizon has LF Edge is developing Phase 1 project proposal for submittal by EOW.

- Security reports 113 of 121 items done for Geneva release (not inclusive of 8 items in the backlog).

- New threat modeling has begun in Security WG.

- Dev advocate shared upcoming events schedule.

- ADR process clarification is forthcoming via email. Submit ADR as PR - approved but open for comment (not merged) put status as “under review”. Once approved by TSC it will be updated to “approved” status and merged